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I. PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
We are coming on our last meeting of the calendar year. PANYC needs
your support and participation to keep our organization vital. And
speaking of vital, artifact curation is a hot button issue among
professional archaeologists. We are lucky that New York City has a new
repository for City owned archaeological collections. The Museum of
the City of New York is now working to develop guidelines for
collections. Board Member Camille Czerkowicz works at the City
Museum. At our last meeting she discussed the development of the
guidelines and has since shared a draft with us. This will be the major
topic of discussion at our upcoming meeting. If you have not yet read
the guidelines that were emailed on October 27, please take the time to
do so in preparation of our discussion. The response so far has been
very lively with lots of suggestions for MCNY to consider. I'm sure we all
agree that codifying issues, such as properly packaging of artifacts for
storage and culling collections, is a good idea. But what is proper and
how do you decide what can be deaccessioned?
On another topic entirely, this issue of the Newsletter contains a list of
standing committees and their members. If you would like to join a
committee or if you are listed as a committee member and can no longer
serve, please email me at info@panycarchaeology.org.

It's getting close to the end of the year. Please make sure your dues are current. Dues
checks for $20 per year can be made out to PANYC and mailed to our treasurer: Shelly
Spritzer, 301 E. 76th St., Apt. 14, New York, NY 10021 or bring them to our November 13
meeting. Feel free to add a donation if you'd like. It's tax deductible.
The next regularly scheduled PANYC meeting is upon us. It will be held on Thursday,
November 13, 2014 6:30pm at The Neighborhood Preservation Center. We look forward to
seeing you there!
Editor’s Note: Following the body of the newsletter, please see Lisa Geiger’s paper entitled
“Consumer Hygiene and Reproductive Healthcare: The Female Body in Early America.” Ms.
Geiger is an archaeologist with Chrysalis Archaeological Consultants and an M.A. candidate
at City University of New York (CUNY), Hunter College. Her paper won the 2014 Bert
Salwen Award for Best Student Paper on New York City Archaeology.

II. MEETING MINUTES
Meeting: 6:30 P.M. September 22, 2014, 2014. Neighborhood Preservation Center, 232
East 11th Street, New York, NY
Present: Britt, Czerkowicz, Geismar, Kautz, Linn, Pickman, Rakos, Roberts, Rothschild,
Stone, and Turck
Secretary’s Report: The minutes from the May meeting were already approved via email
as per the new system.
Treasurer’s Report: Geismar reported on behalf of Spritzer that as of 8/29/14, PANYC has
28 paid members plus 1 honorary member (Solecki) and $3537.97 in savings.
President’s Report: Stone remarked that the summer was quiet for PANYC, but that there
is still a lot to talk about.
The November meeting will be held on Thursday Nov. 13th, because the previous date
was not available at the Neighborhood Preservation Center.
Stone reported that PANYC was given a tour of the new NYC artifact repository by Amanda
Sutphin of LPC over the summer.
Stone wrote a letter to Bill de Blasio, the new mayor, and copied other agencies relevant to
archaeology (e.g. Parks) to introduce PANYC to the new administration. We await their
replies and hope to be able to meet with someone. A copy of this letter is in the newsletter.
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Stone responded to a New York Times reporter who inquired about construction at the site
of the former Colored Orphan Asylum at the corner of Fifth Ave and 43rd St. Stone
consulted Sutphin at LPC. Sutphin reported that LPC was aware of the project and
determined the site was already too disturbed for there to be any danger of disturbing
cultural resources.
Stone discussed the difficulties with keeping up-to-date and consistent mailing lists. Stone
and Spritzer compiled a list of members to determine who is paid up and who is in arrears.
This list will go on the Board's Dropbox to be updated.
Stone reported that several members did not receive the most recent edition of the
newsletter, so there must be something amiss with the distribution list. Stone will send
Roberts an update based on the paid member list (and copy Linn and Spritzer). (Please see
the newsletter report for more about the newsletter.)
A discussion ensued about how to best maintain member lists. The idea was put forth that
Secretary will maintain the mailing list (email and regular mail) and the Treasurer will
maintain records of who has paid dues. These lists are to be posted on Dropbox. Both the
Secretary and the Treasurer will update the lists when they receive new information.
Stone is in the process of contacting committee chairs to develop a series of protocols,
discussed at the last meeting, for several committees that deal with time-sensitive things
(e.g., Awards, Elections, Public Programs).
Rothschild has volunteered to take over as chair of the Awards Committee. Schuldenrein
will remain a member. Matthews has stepped down. We thank him for his service. Former
committee chair Cantwell will provide the timeline protocol for the Awards Committee and
will provide information to Rothschild.
Under the new Bylaws, which have not yet been adopted, there will be a set of election
guidelines that will include the timeline protocol. Rakos has volunteered to help with the
new guidelines should the new bylaws be adopted.
Stone generated a list of committees and their chairs and members, based on Ricciardi’s
list.
Stone read the name of each committee aloud and asked for confirmation of chairs,
members, and activity. The following committees were disbanded or reported as
previously disbanded: Action, Blog, HHT, Membership, and Research and Planning.
Other updates to the membership of the committees were made. Stone will revise the list
and send the list of committees to Linn to include in minutes and put in the newsletter.
Please contact info@panycarchaeology.org with any necessary changes.

Committee Reports:
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Archives: Geismar emailed her contact at the South Street Seaport Museum (SSSM) about
PANYC’s archives. PANYC has one file drawer there as well as panels from PANYC’s 1994
exhibit at the Seaport. (PANYC also sends a copy of the newsletter to the City Hall Library.)
Geismar’s contact at the SSSM said we could remove our materials at any time. Geismar
asked the membership if anyone knew of any reason to remove it and if the library
collections are safe/ if they were affected by the flooding during Hurricane Sandy.
Czerkowicz replied that there is no plan of which she knows to disband the library.
Czerkowicz said that the library was not affected by the flooding, but that is not winterized,
so PANYC’s materials could be full of mildew.
The Archive Committee resolved to go to SSSM and look at the archival materials to assess
their condition. Rakos volunteered to join the Archive Committee.
Awards Committee: No report. After the last Salwen student paper award, members
agreed we should publish winning papers from now on in the newsletter. Geiger’s paper
should thus be published in the next newsletter.
Bylaws: At the Board meeting, the Bylaws Committee discussed a revised draft of the
bylaws with the Board, who approved the draft for the next step. The next step is to have it
evaluated by a lawyer and then by the membership. A member asked what would be done
if members had changes after the lawyer reviewed the document. Stone responded that the
document might have to be reviewed by the lawyer a second time. Who will be the lawyer
is not yet known. Geismar will contact the Columbia University law clinic again, but it is not
likely they will be able to help because they only have the clinic every other year and they
had one last year. [After the meeting, Geismar was able to contact the CU law clinic, and
they are able to help us this year.]
A member asked how much time will be given members to review the resulting bylaws
draft. Members agreed that a limited amount of time would encourage review. Two weeks
was suggested as a reasonable amount of time.
Events: Please see the newsletter for Martin’s report of upcoming events. Cantwell asked
Stone to announce that Stuart Fiedel, who works for Louis Berger Group, will be presenting
a talk about Pre-Clovis materials at the NYAS on Monday, Oct 27th. Please see
http://www.nyas.org/Events/Detail.aspx?cid=4cefca4b-b73d-4e6c-9058-6c98ae90c257
for more information.
Landmarks: Geismar reminded the membership that there is a new commissioner at LPC.
Britt reports that she has worked well thus far with FEMA. She has been helpful and quick
to respond.
Membership: PANYC recently received an application for membership from Sarah Kautz.
Members will vote at the end of the meeting.
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Met Chapter: Rothschild reported that the Governor’s Island event last Friday was well
attended. The next event will be a talk by Lisa Geiger (the winner of PANYC’s Salwen Award
this year) on October 15th at Columbia at 6:00pm, probably in Schermerhorn 951, but the
location will be confirmed.
MAS: Geismar reported that the Municipal Arts Society (MAS) has moved from its 57 th
Street building at least in part because the construction next door (a “feather building”) is
causing disruption. The MAS has moved to the “Look” building at 488 Madison Ave (and
51st Street). Geismar lamented that archaeology does not come up often in what the MAS
discusses these days. Whether or not archaeology is paid any attention by the MAS
depends upon how the people involved feel about archaeology. The current MAS
preservation leadership does not appear particularly interested in archaeology; on the
other hand, currently reviewed projects have not had potential archaeological components.
Newsletter: Ted Roberts has bravely volunteered to take up the task of editing the
newsletter and has sent out the most recent edition. Members thank him for his efforts.
Roberts apologized that there was a problem with the list and that some people were
somehow left off. Stone will work with Roberts to rectify the list.
Rakos suggested that we might want to reconsider whether or not to include articles
instead of just links to relevant articles in the newsletter. At least the copy that gets
archived, she suggests, should have the articles, because these are the things that are most
interesting and they will be lost under the current system. And links become defunct. Other
members agreed.
Some discussion ensued about how to format articles for the newsletter. Roberts suggested
that the articles could be digitally archived on PANYC’s website; there is a way to migrate
the content to our website, so that it will be there, even if the original publication removes
the content from its website.
Roberts will try formatting articles for inclusion in the newsletter to see if it is manageable.
Stone requested that Roberts add a correspondence heading to the newsletter’s table of
contents if the edition contains any letters from/to PANYC.
NYAC: Stone reported that from now on NYAC’s fall meetings are going to consist of site
visits. This fall there is going to be a tour. NYAC was trying to organize a tour to a fracking
site, but that has fallen through. So, NYAC is now going to a quarry. The date is Nov 1 st, a
Saturday, from 9am-5pm. Stone believes that the tour leaves from Albany. More
information will follow. Everyone is invited, whether or not they are a member of NYAC.
Public Program: Geismar is chair this year. Geismar requests that if anyone has ideas for a
topic to please contact her. Last year the program was about Solecki’s work. It was very
well attended. Stone remarked that in the past programs focusing on a site or an individual
have been especially well attended.
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Repository: Geismar reminded members that there is a new repository for archaeological
materials that are the property of the city. PANYC visited this summer. Geismar pointed out
that there is still no repository for materials from private collections. Geismar met with
someone at NYHS, and found that they are still only really interested in whole and select
objects that “tell stories.” Geismar remarked that we need to convince museum leaders that
stories change and access to whole collections is beneficial and necessary (and thus, they
really need to take whole collections).
Czerkowicz, who is working on a pilot project for the new repository presented PANYC
with some preliminary information and ensured the membership that Sutphin will provide
more information soon.
800 boxes were moved from Brooklyn College to the new repository space. 85 boxes from
that collection were then moved to the MCNY for a pilot project to catalogue and create a
searchable database of objects. Also, part of the pilot project is to develop guidelines about
what should be retained, because there is not enough space in the repository to keep
everything from every site and to have room to store materials from future excavations.
The pilot project selected collections from a few different kinds of sites excavated in both
the recent past and longer ago to get a sense of the full range of materials and recording
techniques the repository will need to be able to accommodate.
The main thing that Czerkowicz and Kautz (who is working with Czerkowicz) have
observed is that there is not always a good correlation between the site report and the
objects present. It appears that 80% of the recording is good and then it looks like the
archaeologists ran out of time and/or money, because the remaining 20% is often a mess.
For example, a report stated that there were no significant materials from a context, but
Czerkowicz and Kautz then found a bag filled with many significant artifacts identified as
originating from that context. There are also cases in which materials from the last part of
the excavation are not properly labeled. It is possible that with study one could figure out
where most objects came from, but there are a lot that are currently without a provenience.
Czerkowicz and Kautz also report that there is a lot of deterioration of artifacts, especially
metal, even in recently excavated objects stored for only about 10 years. They are working
on developing conservation guidelines.
Part of the project includes photographing objects, including photographing objects
individually and of all objects in each level (analytical unit of excavation) together.
The next step in the pilot is to look at the huge collections from City Hall Park.
PANYC members asked, with concern, questions about the criteria for retaining and
deaccessioning materials. Czerkowicz will circulate the criteria they have been working on
once she gets approval from Sutphin.
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Website: Britt’s husband might now be able to take on the redesign of the website. The
committee will get together to come up with ideas and consult with him.
Old Business: Two former PANYC members have contacted Stone about renewing
membership. In the past, if someone had been in arrears for more than 5 years, they have
had to re-apply for membership. If they had been in arrears for less than 5 years, they had
to pay all dues in arrears to be reinstated. One former member is in the former situation,
the other is in the latter. Stone has communicated the requirements to both.
Stone reported that during the Board meeting the Board discussed changing who should
receive new member applications. The Board recommended they go to the VP. Members
voted on and approved this policy.
New Business: Geismar relayed to the membership that a person from the Bronx is
petitioning the NYHS to create an exhibit commemorating the 100th anniversary of the
Field Exploration Committee (Calver and Bolton). Geismar asked if the President and
members in attendance would be willing to sign. Those in attendance signed. Geismar will
forward the electronic version of the petition to Linn to email to the rest of the
membership.
Kautz and Turck (who are not yet members) stepped out of the room and members
unanimously voted to approve Kautz for membership. Turck submitted his membership
application for approval at the next meeting.
Rakos reported that Richard Hunter gave a talk at MCNY about forts in northern Central
Park. It was very well done.

The meeting adjourned at 7:39pm.
Respectfully submitted by Meredith Linn, PANYC Secretary
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III. ANNOUNCEMENTS
2014-2015 Scheduled Meeting Dates

Thursday, November 13, 2014
Wednesday, January 14, 2015
Thursday, March 26, 2015 (Annual Meeting)
Tuesday, May 12, 2015
Current Board Members (2014-2015):

President:

Linda Stone

Vice President:

Joan Geismar

Secretary:

Meredith Linn

Treasurer:

Shelly Spritzer

Board Members:

Anne-Marie Cantwell
Camille Czerkowicz
Diane George
Elizabeth Martin
Christopher Ricciardi

Past President:

Alyssa Loorya

To Contact any Officer or Board Member please email: info@panyarchaeology.com
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IV. UPCOMING EVENTS

Event

Location

Date

Contact

Franz Boas Seminar at
Columbia University:
"Burn Layer: The
Archaeology of AntiImmigrant Violence"
Barbara Voss, Standford
University
Exhibit: A Brief History of
New York: Selections From
a History of NY in 101
Objects
Exhibit: Unlocking Two
Revolutionary Maps: The
Ratzer Maps
American Anthropological
Association – Annual
Conference
Society for Historical
Archaeology – Annual
Conference
New York Historical
Society: "Gateway to
Freedom: The Hidden
History of the Underground
Railroad"
Eric Foner, Randall
Kennedy (Moderator)
Society for American
Archaeology – Annual
Conference

Room 963
Schermerhorn Ext.
Columbia
University

November
19, 2014
4;10-6:00pm

http://events.columbia.edu/event/fra
nz-boas-seminar-barbara-voss-anthdept-standford-u-73265

New York
Historical Society

Through
November
30, 2014

http://www.nyhistory.org/exhibition
s/brief-history-new-york-selectionshistory-new-york-101-objects

Brooklyn
Historical Society

Through
February 26,
2015
December 37, 2014

http://www.brooklynhistory.org/exhi
bitions/current.html

January 6-11,
2015

http://www.sha.org/index.php/view/
page/annual_meetings

January. 21,
2015

http://www.nyhistory.org/programs
/gateway-freedom-hidden-historyunderground-railroad

Washington, DC

Seattle, WA

New York
Historical Society,
Central Park West
at 77th St.

San Francisco, CA

April 15-19,
2015

http://www.aaanet.org/meetings/fut
ureaaameetings.cfm

http://www.saa.org/aboutthesociety/
annualmeeting/tabid/138/default.asp
x

NOTE: to view the web page please move your mouse over the highlights blue web address,
hold down the “Ctrl” (i.e Control) key and click on your mouse at the same time. Your web
browser will automatically open to the web page.
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V. MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP/NEWSLETTER/INFORMATION:
If you are interested in joining PANYC or if you would like to subscribe to the
PANYC Newsletter, please complete the form below and return it to:
Meredith Linn, PANYC Secretary
Email: mbl2002@columbia.edu
NAME:

_____________________________________________

ADDRESS:

_____________________________________________

CITY/STATE:

_____________________________________________

ZIP (+ FOUR):

_____________________________________________

PHONE:

_____________________________________________

E-MAIL:

_____________________________________________

Please indicate preferred mailing address and check below as appropriate.
I wish to apply for membership to PANYC, which includes subscription to the
Newsletter, and would like to receive the application form ($20) _____
I wish to subscribe to the PANYC Newsletter only ($10) _____
I wish to make an additional donation to PANYC _____
I wish to receive the PANYC Newsletter in digital (e-format) _____
I wish to receive the PANYC Newsletter in printed (mailed) form _____
The PANYC Membership package can be found at: www.panycarchaeology.org
If you have any questions please email:

info@panycarchaeology.org
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Professional Archaeologists of New York City
Committees
September 23, 2014

Committee
Archives

Chair
Geismar

Members
Rakos, Stone

Awards

Rothschild

Schuldenrein

By-Laws

Stone

Geismar, Rakos, Ricciardi

Education

Linn

Britt, Maclean

Elections

President

Events

Martin

Event Planning

Loorya

Ricciardi

Landmarks

Geismar

Maclean, Rothschild, Stone

Membership

Vice President

Metropolitan Chapter

Rothschild, Wall

Municipal Art Society

Geismar

Newsletter

Roberts

NYAC

Stone

Parks

Linn

Public Program

Vice President

Repository

Geismar

Cantwell, Wall

Web Site

Loorya

Britt, Rakos, Stone

Linn, Spritzer

Ricciardi

Ricciardi, Schuldenrein

If your are listed above and need to correct your committee affiliation or if you would like to join a committee.
Please email info@panycarchaeology.org.

Consumer Hygiene and Reproductive
Healthcare: the Female Body in Early America

Lisa Geiger
8/25/2013
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The female body has historically served as a vessel that reshapes and reflects evershifting societal ideals. Notions concerning the function, care, and responsibilities of the female
body underwent drastic changes between the colonial era and the early years of American
independence, yet modern knowledge concerning the treatment of historical women’s bodies is
muddled. The historic record is draped in veils of suggestion and omission seated in longstanding taboos about sexual and reproductive conduct. The appearance of material artifacts
related to female healthcare in the archaeological record provides a unique avenue to
understanding the regime of personal care women in early America employed. Using
implements of reproductive hygiene recovered from excavations in New York City as an entry
point, this study seeks to recreate the social structure and physical regime American women at
the turn of the nineteenth century engaged in in regard to their sexual health, especially during
the advent of commercialized medicine and the rise of family planning in late antiquity.
Archaeological excavations at New York City Hall in 2011 uncovered some of the
earliest known implements for women’s sexual healthcare in Manhattan. These excavations
focused on subsurface impacts due to construction activity at the northwest side of the current
City Hall, a Renaissance Revival structure constructed from 1803 to 1811.1 Situated in the
southern portion of Manhattan, New York City Hall rests upon the site of the early city
Commons, an open land space in continuous use since 1692 as the site of grazing grounds,
British barracks, municipal buildings, and an Irish and African burial ground at its northern
boundary. Excavations in 2011 uncovered portions of a British Bridewell, or jail, to the west of
City Hall and the remains of the city’s first Almshouse, or poorhouse, below the current City
Hall foundations. The Bridewell, constructed in 1775 and demolished in 1838, served as a
prison for American captives during the Revolutionary War and later housed city criminals. The
first Almshouse was a working home for the poor and a debtors’ prison; it was a small building
constructed in 1735 but razed in 1796 in favor of a larger nearby structure (Figure 1).2 Previous
archaeological activity in the City Hall area of the Commons revealed numerous unlined
middens containing a variety of faunal and household artifacts with wide depositional dates.
These were generally situated on the east side of the Commons near present-day Centre Street3.
City Hall excavations in 2011 exposed and documented a large midden, designated
Feature 28, over the course of monitoring activity. This feature, located outside the northwest
corner of the modern municipal building, was larger than other trash deposits found elsewhere in
the Commons, with a diameter over 17’(Figures 1 and 2). Unfortunately, due to lack of funding,
excavation of the midden was limited to the area impacted by construction activities, leaving an
unknown extent of the southern portion of the deposit unexposed and undocumented. Based on
the plan view of the visible portion, the feature may have had an overall rough ovoid or
rectangular shape. Four distinct stratigraphic layers comprised Feature 28 (Image 1, Figure 3).
A ceramic sewer pipe dated by its production stamp to 1851 cut across Feature 28, impacting the
midden deposit with a clearly definable historical excavation trench.4
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Feature 28

Figure 1: The Commons, pictured with late eighteenth century structures layered atop a nineteenth century City Hall
plan. (Modified from Loorya and Ricciardi 2013, 7.29)
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Figure 2: Feature 28 plan view map. (Loorya and Ricciardi 2013, 7.279, from a drawing by L. Geiger)
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Figure 3: Feature 28 east profile map. (Loorya and Ricciardi 2013, 7.282, from a drawing by L. Geiger)

Feature 28 yielded 8.933 artifacts, primarily household related ceramic and glass
materials, in addition to 11,292 faunal fragments. The artifacts were analyzed by placement into
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functional groups. Faunal remains were analyzed for species and use-wear according to NABO
Zooarchaeology Working Group recommendations. The feature’s second layer (Stratum II)
yielded over three-quarters of the artifacts, with a functional breakdown dominated by
Household items (63%), mainly ceramics and vessel glass; Architectural remains (21%), mainly
nails; and Personal items (12%), mainly tobacco pipes.5
Creamware and pearlware ceramics made up the bulk of the deposit, with a variety of
molded, dipt, painted, and bat printing designs providing data to narrow production dates beyond
the typical range for these ware types, mostly to a narrow stylistic range of 1795 to 1830. The
hand-painted pearlwares especially showed a great variety of designs and outnumbered the
recovered shell-edge pieces two to one (Table 1). The relatively low proportion of shell-edge
tableware, which rose to great popularity in the first half of the nineteenth century, supports a
late eighteenth or very early nineteenth century deposition date for Feature 28. Glassware was
less useful in dating the deposit, as over 90% of the pieces did not include diagnostic production
characteristics or embossed identifying marks. However, a wide range of tumblers, stemware,
decanters, and bottles were represented. Smoking pipes with identifiable molded designs also
aided analysis, with production dates from several Dutch pipes ending by 1810.6
Table 1: Feature 28, Stratum II, painted pearlware (Loorya and Ricciardi 2013, 7.307).

Begi
Pattern/Motif

Count

Pattern/Motif

Count

Begin

End

End
n

Geometric Pattern

122

1795

1830

Star/Asterisk (blue)

8

1775

1830

Floral

26

1795

1830

Floral (blue)

7

1775

1830

Floral & Brown Band

22

1795

1830

Indeterminate (blue)

7

1775

1830

Floral & Brown Line

20

1795

1830

Other (blue)

6

1775

1830

Star/Asterisk

16

1795

1830

Floral Sprigs & Dot

5

1775

1830

Band (blue)
Strawberry & Leaves

13

1795

1830

Floral(blue)

4

1775

1830

Floral, Small Scale

7

1795

1830

Trellis (blue)

3

1775

1830
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Begi
Pattern/Motif

Count

Pattern/Motif

Count

Begin

End

End
n

Floral/Geometric

6

1795

1830

Geometric Pattern (blue)

1

1775

1830

Floral Sprigs

5

1795

1830

Shell Edge,

1

1775

1830

Indeterminate (blue)
Banded

3

1795

1830

Sub-Total

42

Indeterminate

3

1795

1830

Total

299

Star/Asterisk & Shell Edge

3

1795

1830

Floral/Geometric w/ Brown

2

1795

1830

Floral & Brown Line

2

1795

1830

House & Tree

2

1795

1830

Chinoiserie

1

1795

1830

Floral Band

1

1795

1830

Floral w/ Yellow Band

1

1795

1830

Other

1

1795

1830

Floral, Small Scale w/

1

1795

1830

Band

Brown Band

16

Begi
Pattern/Motif

Count

Pattern/Motif

Count

Begin

End

End
n

Sub-Total

257

Overall, the feature had a TPQ of 1807, based on stippled pearlwares from Stratum II
(Table 2). The tight date range of the recovered artifacts, many mendable pieces, and the clear
bowl-shaped depositional layers visible in profile suggest this feature was a primary deposit
made during the first decade of the nineteenth century.7 As City Hall opened with fanfare in
1811, the Feature 28 area along the surrounding footpaths would almost certainly have been
filled and covered by this time. During this first decade of the 1800s, the likely source for this
waste material would be the managers and inhabitants of the nearby Bridewell, engineers and
laborers constructing City Hall, or a mix of these groups.
Table 2: Feature 28, Terminus Post Quem for all strata (Loorya and Ricciardi 2013, 7.331).

Stratum

TPQ

I

1800

II

1807

III

1805

IV

1795

Two artifacts of note that stood out during excavation spurred wider investigation into
historical female healthcare. One was a hollow bone cylinder measuring 3.5” long with a 1”
diameter polished to a smooth finish (Image 1). Each terminus of the cylinder had incised
external-facing threading. Threaded onto one end was a convex rounded cap with seven small
holes arranged in a ring of six within an incised circle and a single perforation in the center. The
other end of the cylinder featured a slightly convex internally threaded cap with a center hole
filled by a long, carved bone dowel. External threads on the bone dowel would likely have
connected to a handle outside the cylinder and a plunger within the hollow portion of the tube
(Image 2). Feature 28 also yielded a second internally threaded convex cap almost identical to
that found with the bone cylinder, implying the presence of a second bone cylinder and plunger
apparatus (Image 3).8
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Image 1: Bone cylinder found during 2011 City Hall excavations, with external cover threading and internal dowel
threading in detail (Photo by L. Geiger).

Originally conjectured to be a case or container of some kind due to its lack of pointed
syringe head, the artifact was identified by examining a comparative collection of materials at
the Mutter Museum at the Philadelphia College of Physicians. Based on its size and form, the
object appears to be an early form of “female syringe”, an object designed to be used in vaginal
douching.9 The cylindrical carved bone core is similar in design to contemporary vaginal
speculums, first introduced in France in 1801 and used to diagnose vaginal illness, examine
prostitutes for venereal disease, and introduce leeches to the cervix. The added internal plunger
and perforated cap, probably a variation on the cylindrical speculum design, provide a unique
mechanism to flush the user’s reproductive tract with water or water-based solutions.10 This
artifact launched a variety of questions for the excavation team: How was the device typically
used, and for what intended effect? Who was using these implements? How did the women
employing these devices conceive of themselves and their bodies?
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Image 2: Carved bone cylinder from Feature 28 with movable parts separated. Includes perforated end both attached to
cylinder and detached and photographed from above (Loorya and Ricciardi 2013, 7.319).

Image 3: Second internally threaded cap. Matches cap from near-complete bone cylinder (Photo courtesy of A. Loorya
and URS Corp.).

Early Colonial Health and Hygiene
Fundamental to understanding how and why women were douching in the early 1800s is
an appreciation of the social attitudes toward cleanliness and the female body pervasive during
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America’s foundational period. Women living in the European settlements of North America
experienced a changing set of attitudes towards cleanliness and their bodies since colonization.
From early settlers heavily influenced by religious mores, to the influx of Enlightenment-era
scientific and moral institutions, to the emergence of women as the domestic guardians of the
emerging American nation, social expectations and norms shaped the application of women’s
bodily and reproductive healthcare.
Early settlers of New England and the Atlantic coast left scant evidence concerning
women’s medical or hygienic routines. The roles colonists played within early settlements,
however, shed light on the prevailing notions about seventeenth century gender and lifestyle. In
the Virginias, healthcare for men and women was primarily associated with maintaining an
environment of cleanliness, or contemporary conceptions thereof. Despite gender imbalances
within the early settlement, Englishmen at Jamestown were reluctant or unable to perform
domestic cleaning tasks regarded as belonging to the realm of women. Women’s main function
in this highly stressed environment was cultivating physical cleanliness; they were hired on as
clothing and bedding launders for both married and unmarried settlers and were so overworked
as to report fainting from overexertion at the wash kettles.11 By the mid-seventeenth century, the
colony funded ad men like pamphleteer John Hammond to promote the healthy nature of the new
land in efforts to overturn its reputation as a diseased and dangerous wilderness, in part to
encourage more women to travel to the Americas to provide domestic comforts to settlers.
Hammond’s 1656 pamphlet reassured female readers they would not be set to hard labor,
painting a picture instead of dutiful wives cleaning house and fresh laundry drying on the hedges
without worry of theft.12 The main healthcare regimes for early Virginians were attempts to
manage local waste, including particular stress on laundry women and their wastewater. While
all residents were ordered to dispose of bodily waste away from the town limits, women were
specifically targeted with laws banning the reuse of soiled wash water for laundry in an attempt
to keep garments and bed linen, and thus the environment immediately surrounding the body,
clean.13
Puritan and Protestant colonists in New England conflated physical cleanliness with
religious probity. Puritan diarists and preachers considered filth a foulness of body as the result
of spiritual sin, with prominent figures like the minister Cotton Mather suggesting “inexpressible
uncleannesses” of sinful thoughts and deeds were to blame for physical maladies.14 Sins
associated with sexuality were categorized as particularly filthy and offensive and became the
source for a string of highly public executions based on unmarried sexual relations, sodomy, and
abortion of children out of wedlock in the 1690s.15 Pursuing a lifestyle free of both physical and
behavioral “filth” would provide a defense against spiritual retribution manifested through a
body more susceptible to illness and injury. The high mortality rates in early settlements due to
disease and malnutrition may have encouraged colonists’ belief that the physical care and
conduct of their bodies influenced their divine fortune.
In both the New England and Virginia colonies, vocabulary in written records
emphasized the overlap of hygiene and sexuality in regard to women’s character. Men and
women in the Virginia colonies regularly insulted women as “slutts” and “durty faced” for
crimes both sexual and nonsexual in nature.16 A colonist in Maine wrote that his family’s maid
had a “sluttish” nature as a result of her wearing her dirty clothing to bed, indicating her
carelessness and her increased vulnerability to disease.17 It is clear the spiritual fiber and
physical health of women across the Atlantic coast were connected with their ability to conform
to norms of sexual, hygienic, and religious behavior.
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Medical knowledge and practice in seventeenth century European colonial society often
focused on the body and the immediate environment surrounding it. Without an extensive
conception of bacteriology or viral transmission, hygienic procedures were recommended based
upon cultivating healthy airs around the body. To this end, clean linens rather than clean skin
became the measure of health and sanitation. Thomas Tryon, a Puritan traveler of the late 1600s,
propagated the notion of the “natural tendency of the body to putrify”, a state to be combatted by
surrounding oneself with cool airs and clean bed linens.18 Sir John Floyer developed these ideas
further, advocating a diet devoid of hot foods, regularly cleaning clothing, and employing the
detergent effect of cool water. He began popularizing the idea of cool water bathing as healthy
in the same sense as cool airs; until this point, most colonials would rub their limbs with water
but avoided full-body submersion under contrary fears of cool waters leading to physical
ailments. Even as full-body bathing gained popularity, clean linen remained the most popular
avenue to good health, with its abrasiveness thought to promote healthy skin and stimulate
perspiration. The vast majority of settlers maintained a fear of moisture, especially damp
clothing, as bringing on disease. John Smith punished unruly men in Jamestown by ducking
them in water and forcing them to sleep in wet clothing.19 Colonists desperately requested linen
– and women to wash it – in Virginia, as they brought little clothing and were forced to don
soiled garments regularly. Both single and married men of greater wealth hired new female
colonists to wash their linens, a connection between health and economic status that would grow
in the coming centuries.20
The female body in this context became especially associated with filth due to women’s
close relationship with washing and domestic labor, their connection with menstruation, and their
role as submissive sexual beings. Domestic demands for both married and single women mainly
revolved around providing clean linen to maintain the users’ health. The long process of
washing meant women were constantly surrounded by soiled waters and clothing, innately
tainting their social station. Increasing this notion of uncleanliness were conceptions about
menstruation. Blood in association with the lower body was reviled in both sexes, but
menstruation was particularly offensive. Public literature avoided mentioning the subject, and
even in personal diaries and written communications between women menstruation is only
hinted at.21 Menstrual blood may have been especially taboo due to its indistinctly understood
but innate connection with sex and conception, with women especially forbidden from
discussing the subject in public polite society.
Among the studies of the few explicit references to menstruation in late antiquity is Susan
Broomhall’s analysis of letters between Elisabeth de Valois and her mother, Catherine de’
Medici. Elisabeth became Queen of Spain at age 13 in the late sixteenth century, and her
production of an heir was of utmost importance. Her mother communicated from France
through letters to her daughter’s attendents, requesting from female caretakers detailed
information about her menstruation. The letters’ timing indicates reproductive issues were only
discussed in writing when Elisabeth was travelling away from her mother, suggesting this
information was usually communicated between women verbally.22 These letters support the
theory that mothers and daughters, as well as female companions in general, discussed their
sexual health to some degree, although the taboo nature of its public communication meant most
reproductive knowledge did not circulate in the written record.
With linen considered the foundation of a healthy body, seventeenth century women as
laundresses occupied an important role for public health. Although in this era physical bodily
cleansing was an unpopular practice for both sexes, women were considered providers of a
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healthful surrounding environment through their domestic tasks. Their bodily association with
waste and their loss of probity through sin, however, were perhaps more heavily scrutinized for
this reason. Women’s physical proximity to dirt and wastewater added to their conception as
inherently tainted. Additionally, if sin, especially through sexual impropriety, tainted a woman
both spiritually and physically, her conduct was especially scrutinized as an avenue of
contamination of her household.
Health and Social Status in the 1700s
As American colonies spread and developed in the eighteenth century, changes in wealth,
status, and population density influenced healthcare, medicine, and feminine hygiene. The
popularization of new forms of scientific inquiry and philosophical theory also brought changes
to medical care and social behavioral norms.
During the first half of the 1700s, bodily health began to be divorced from religious
conduct. Sin, especially concerning illicit sexuality, was considered more dangerous as a sign of
moral corruption than necessarily a threat to public religious health. Far fewer executions or
congregation-led court cases for sexual misconduct followed the rash of public hearings against
transgressors from the close of the seventeenth century. Sexual conduct was still closely tied to
cleanliness, with women especially regarded as susceptible to temptation and its corresponding
filth, perhaps in part due to their growing entrenchment in roles as the caretakers of clean
domestic space.23 With a greater population of more stable income as a new audience, literature
concerning health and sexuality began to circulate widely in the colonies. Aristotle’s
Masterpiece, an anonymous collection of information detailing the anatomy of male and female
sexual organs, the fundamentals of intercourse, and advice on pregnancy and delivery travelled
across the Atlantic after printing in late seventeenth century England, eventually expanding to
multiple versions with increasing readership in the first half of the eighteenth century. Despite
attempts to discourage illicit books’ popularity with litigation and sermons, treatises on medical
care and sexuality would become increasingly widespread in the Americas. 24
As cleanliness and health became less associated with spirituality, their connection with
moral fiber and social reputation increased. “Throwing dirt” in a 1763 Boston newspaper
referred to ill-founded remarks, while a Philadelphia governor’s “clean hands” were a sign of
lack of corruption.25 Terms like neat and tidy became, on the other hand, descriptors used to
suggest not only cleanliness and order but virtue, denoting high moral character and personal
prosperity.26 Cleanliness became not only a signifier of personal virtue, but a sign of social
consciousness. As colonial cities grew, urban dwellers faced regular outbreaks of smallpox,
cholera, and other infectious ailments exacerbated by dense settlement. Growing issues of city
life along with the American Revolutionary War exposed a large number of citizens to more
methodical cleaning regimes. Military service required soldiers to travel to major cities where
they were subject to inadequate supplies of clothing, life in close-quartered encampments, and a
martial administration where socially elite officers established the living standards. Officers
were accustomed to standards of hygiene and conduct that demanded strict discipline in
management of waste and linen washing. This was the first experience for many rural
servicemen in an environment where regulation of waste, refuse, and cleanliness were important
factors in checking the spread of disease. Although eighteenth century science could not fully
explain the viral connection between flea and rat populations or the ways contaminated water
sources spread illness, city-dwellers understood that water contaminated with waste and refuse
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lead to ill health, and regular cleaning of cloth and bed linen limited vermin that spread
contagions. Taking lengths to ensure one’s personal health and cleanliness was thought of as a
social duty to ensure the health of the larger city population through disease-prevention.27
Augmenting the range of sexual and personal healthcare knowledge available to early
Americans were a bevy of philosophers and “doctors” who took advantage of an interested
audience to publicize new healthcare regimes. Richard Mead, a popular New England physician,
built upon Tryon and Floyer’s ideas and responded to outbreaks of smallpox in growing urban
zones by advocating avoidance of warm “miasma”, cleaning clothes often and especially after
travel, and maintaining domestic health by washing interiors with vinegar and cooling herbs.28 A
bevy of doctors in Britain and North America continued to repopularize bathing as a curative and
regime for cleanliness. By the mid to late 1700s both men and women of means were trying fullbody immersion regularly, although many like Elizabeth Drinker, who visited bathing springs in
Pennsylvania in 1771, recorded the experience of exposing oneself fully to water as a “shock
much greater than I expected.”29 By the 1790s, wealthy households, particularly in urban
contexts, began slowly to install baths and raised showers and to embrace washing the whole
body as a healthy practice.30
Advocates of health regimes could not only popularize their scientific and philosophical
doctrines but could generate income through bathing establishments, tincture formulas, medical
devices, and speaking engagements across Europe and North America. A move towards
commoditization of healthcare thus began, further positioning the wealthy, literate, and socially
connected with access to better health and hygiene. In the late 1780s, the first advertisements for
tin showers and standing baths appeared in Philadelphia. Around the same time, newspapers
began to advertise mouth cleansing powders and toothbrushes in addition to the usual laundry
soap ads.31 Thus by the close of the eighteenth century, American men and women were
increasingly becoming accustomed to regular water-based cleansing both as a means of bodily
healthcare and a sign of social status.
Post-Revolutionary American Consumer Healthcare
The nineteenth century transition marked the beginning of massive shifts in the science
and social perception of personal cleanliness, health, and sexuality in America. As hygiene and
health became synonymous not only in the home environment but in the body and female
domestic responsibilities expanded to include maintaining her family’s physical cleanliness, a
consumer healthcare culture connected with social class exploded in the new nation.
The trend in healthcare from the 1700s towards water as a cleanser and cure-all continued
to grow in the nineteenth century. In 1803, painter and naturalist Charles Wilson Peale
recommended using water internally for the most “effectual means to cleanse away filth”
through clysters, enemas usually used to treat stomach ailments.32 Mary Hunt Palmer Tyler, a
Vermont writer and mother of eight, recommended mothers fully bath children daily to fight
illness.33 The full body immersive bathing trend took off, with curative spas opening in New
York City, Vermont, and nearly one hundred other locations by 1850.34 Famous among these
institutions was John Harvey Kellogg’s 1866 Battle Creek Sanitarium, its creation inspired in
part by Sylvester Graham and his temperance philosophies (Graham’s eponymous cracker recipe
first appeared in a hydropathic cookbook several decades earlier).35 Water cures involving
different regimens of bathing, wrapping the body with wet cloth, and using various devices to
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submerge the body to different degrees arose intending to treat ailments from toothaches to
infectious disease.
Women’s roles in an emerging social milieu that stressed not only domestic but stringent
bodily cleansing grew to more fully encompass physical responsibility for the household’s
welfare. In the post-Revolutionary War era, the socially and politically elite sought to develop a
vision of the new nation lead by an idealized morally upright and industrious citizenry. Part of
that image was the social responsibility of personal care. Not only did one prove their gentility
through careful cultivation of clean garments, home, and body, but he protected his community
(increasingly, among the social elite, the urban environment) from the incubation and spread of
disease. As caretakers of both home and body, post-Revolutionary society charged married
women with nurturing the new American generation. Achieving this goal was part social
responsibility, part endeavor toward upward mobility.36 To live in the manner of the elites,
women needed the materials and tools for their family’s healthcare and their own personal needs.
Beginning in the 1800s, the medical tool and tonic trade took off in answer to these demands,
and included publicized advertisements and clear references to douching and the implements
found at City Hall.
In 1820, the Index Medicus catalogue of medical articles included a reference to “female
syringes”. Before this, medical writing was silent on the presence or absence of douching in
American society. By the 1840s, these tools appeared under the terms “irrigators”, “injections”,
and “syringes”.37 Douching was advertised as a method of keeping the vagina clean; in keeping
with nineteenth century thought, this cleanliness equated to healthiness. The squeamishness of
early American society concerning openly referencing the female sexual organs or menstruation,
subsiding slightly since the circulation of illicit texts in the 1700s, ebbed further when
approached as a topic of medical concern. Doctors and medical philosophers in the early 1800s
began recommending soluble pessaries, devices containing herbs or tinctures inserted into the
vagina, as well as douching as curatives to a variety of female complaints.38 Douches were
usually recommended as vessels to apply hydrotherapeutic techniques to the female reproductive
system, a concept that might not seem especially foreign or invasive to a society well-acquainted
with enemas and a bevy of water cure practices. Physicians and entrepreneurial laypeople began
marketing cryptic tinctures and powders to be used during douching, from “Cullen’s Female
Specific” to “Ade’s White Clover Injection”.39 Modern science suggests douching is actually
most often harmful to the female body. It disrupts natural bacteria and pH levels, especially
when engaged in with regularity as it seems nineteenth century women were advised (one doctor
suggested douching at least three times a day).40 However, in an era dominated by water cure
theories, a search for methods to decrease the spread of illnesses, and social pressures to conform
to body curation standards, douching became extremely popular. By the 1850s, female syringes
came in dozens of models, female tonics abounded, and high society ladies were gifting douches
to their newlywed friends.41 What may account for the irrigator’s popularity, however, may not
be simply its use in healthcare, but the subtle suggestion positioned in the ads and advice tracts –
its use as a contraceptive device.
Contraception was not uniformly practiced by or attainable for early nineteenth century
Americans. Birth control was a controversial concept. Factions from the Protestant colonists to
eighteenth and nineteenth century fad healthcare regimes promoted self-restraint as a morally
and spiritually upright path. Sex, in this context, was often considered an indulgence, amplified
if its engagement was for recreation rather than reproduction.42 The availability of
contraceptives and the knowledge of how to use them was hindered in America. For thousands
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of years, herbs were used in teas and pessaries by various societies in attempts to prevent
pregnancy, yet by the colonial period in North America, it seemed social and religious pressures
had generally hushed discussions of contraceptives. European explorers recorded Native
American tribes using squaw, pennyroyal, and other herbs to prevent pregnancy or induce
menstruation, but were not clear about their methodology or their effectiveness.43 Some
European women generally seemed to rely similarly on herbs and teas to prevent childbirth by
inducing menses; the formulas were usually marketed as a curative to female disorders with the
understanding of secondary birth control applications. These herbs would, if effective, flush any
fertilized egg from the reproductive system through forced menstruation, an issue not scrutinized
as abortion in the same sense as modern social mores because a child was not thought to be
viable until its quickening, or the beginning of movement within the womb, usually around the
second trimester.44
Herbal tinctures do not seem to have been a widely used or effective colonial birth
control measure. The recipes for these mixtures involved local herbs; recreating them would be
difficult after colonists relocated to a new continent. Recipe distribution also appeared to be
hampered by religious and moral restraints on discussing sex or reproduction. According to
women’s recipe books, a popular type of journal especially among eighteenth century Germanic
women living in the mid-Atlantic Americas, formulas were fairly common but coded as female
tonics. Users often listed multiple recipes for similar goals, recorded their effect or
ineffectiveness, and tried various mixtures in multiple forms.45 This suggests women were
receiving recipes from medical indexes or written sources instead of from discussion with other
women or people familiar with the effectiveness of a treatment and the availability of
ingredients. Condoms, although available in velum or skin varieties, were not very popular as an
alternative contraceptive device; they were considered more a guard against venereal disease.46
Yet despite a lack of condom sales and a dearth of reliable herbal recipes, birth rates
began to fall in the new colonies. Pennsylvania Quaker communities experienced a decline in
birth rates in the 1740s and 1750s. Communities in Massachusetts and Connecticut also saw
longer birth intervals and fewer offspring over the course of marriages in the 1740s in levels that
slightly delayed marriage ages could not account for.47 Two potentially effective birth control
techniques were available to early Americans that have been posited as explanations for colonial
birth rate drops. The first was extending the infertile period after giving birth through prolonged
breastfeeding. Although the exact medical causes are not completely understood, breastfeeding
alters the hormones responsible for fertility in many women, delaying the resumption of
menstruation and conferring minor contraceptive benefits. The concept seemed to have been
fairly well-known at least by the 1770s, when medical tracts and diary entries show women
advising each other on preferable timetables for weaning and extending nursing periods due to
fears about the dangers of a new pregnancy. Despite women’s ability to attempt delayed births,
breastfeeding seems to convey at best a 25% reduction in pregnancy rates following a birth.48
The second potentially viable colonial birth control method was coitus interruptus, or the pull-out
method. It remains unclear how well-known this technique was in the colonial era. While public
discussion in an increasingly receptive atmosphere of “medical” marital advice implied the
method was widely known, if not always accepted as healthy, other eighteenth and nineteenth
century sources remark upon the receiver’s surprise when taught the concept, indicating
inconsistent word-of-mouth general knowledge.49 This method can actually be extremely
effective, with an over 90% estimated success rate, when properly employed. However, many
colonials and their European counterparts believed it dangerous to a man’s spiritual or physical
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health to interrupt orgasm or openly release sperm. Additionally, it is highly susceptible to
failure if the male partner is unwilling or unable to completely disengage from vaginal sex,
leaving women entirely without control over their family planning50.
In the early American social climate, douching was well-suited to sweep the nation in
popularity. It allowed women to control their own attempts at contraception in a way that was
familiar to a society in the midst of a healthcare craze that stressed both external and internal
water immersion. It also had a convenient dual usage that allowed irrigators and injection tonic
recipes to circulate as healthcare tools rather than being judged as birth control. Advertisements
for female syringes and tonics often used vague language explain their uses; for example, Dr.
Fitch’s Medicine was highly effective for bringing on menses to address “Female Complaints,
etc” (he also sold “glass syringes for females”).51 Female complaints probably also included
issues related to venereal disease, as irrigating tonics sometimes included ingredients such as
sarsaparilla and sassafras, blood purgatives and purifiers often used to remedy mercury
poisoning that was common after mercury-based syphilis treatments.52 In addition to the easy
concealment of its contraceptive or venereal disease treatment applications, use and ownership of
douching paraphernalia might be a sign of social distinction in the new definition of female
domestic responsibility. If a woman’s role now included maintaining the cleanliness and health
of her family and her own physical body, douching could on its surface be a sign of active
personal care, fitting with and economically attainable by a burgeoning middle class and social
elites with the disposable income to channel to their healthcare.
Female syringes came in several different forms with multiple usage techniques. The
earliest and simplest were tubes like the cylinder found at city hall, essentially a speculum with a
plunger (Image 4). As douching rose in popularity, several new styles arose featuring rubberized
tubing connected to a detachable glass, ivory, or Bakelite insertion head. These syringes
propelled water from either a separate water container or an elastic bulb (Image 5). Douching to
cure female ailments involved bathing the vaginal walls with a mixture formed from powders or
soluble pills. Alternatively, douching was part of a daily cleaning regimen with pure water
intended to prevent ailments from occurring. 53

Image 4: A collection of nineteenth century cylindrical plunger-operated douches constructed of tin, Bakelite, and hard
rubber. (Percy Skuy Collection, Dittrick Museum, Case Western Reserve University).
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Image 5: Kennedy’s douching syringe, c. 1865. An example of a fountain or water-bag style douche. (Percy Skuy
Collection, Dittrick Museum, Case Western Reserve University)

Douching to prevent pregnancy could operate in several similar ways. The first method
was the injection of an astringent mixture, often alum, sodium bicarbonate, white oak bark, or
vinegar, used before and after sexual activity to shrink capillaries within the vaginal walls. In the
1800s, many doctors believed sperm was drawn into the ovaries through a dense network of
blood vessels lining the interior female anatomy. Current anatomical research has discounted
this idea; however, astringent douching may have contracted the cervical opening, slightly
reducing the ability of sperm to penetrate the uterus. Additionally, astringents were intended to
have a spermicidal effect, and indeed likely would provide an inhospitably alkaline internal
environment that reduced the count of viable sperm after copulation and provided some
contraceptive benefits.54 Douching could alternatively be used with tinctures or clean water to
flush sperm from the vaginal. To be effective, this method would need to be employed
immediately after male orgasm, and the douching device would need to be used with extreme
precision to rinse sperm completely from the body and to avoid using the water as a propulsion
into the cervix. Improper technique could actually serve to increase the chances of conception if
it aided sperm entrance into the uterus. In 1832 Charles Knowlton, a physician from
Massachusetts, published one of the first and most widely read texts suggesting methods of
contraception, disguised from conservative scrutiny under the title Fruits of Knowledge. It
included some of the first frank and detailed instructions for douching with contraceptive intent.
Despite prosecution of publishers for obscenity, Knowlton’s text and a similar handbook by
Robert Owen underwent multiple editions through the 1850s and sold tens of thousands of
copies.55
At the close of the eighteenth century, there did not appear to be widespread usage of
douching as a contraceptive technique. There was little to no recognition of douching
paraphernalia or techniques in the written record. Birth rates had dropped slightly in North
America throughout the previous century, indicating that in addition to later marriage ages,
couples were attempting some form of family planning techniques, probably coitus interruptus or
prolonged breastfeeding. The decrease in births, however, was relatively small and did not
indicate a comprehensive or widely successful set of strategies. By the mid-nineteenth century,
however, birth rates in the United States and Europe plummeted. Between 1800 and 1900, the
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birth rate of married white women dropped by almost 50%, with declines beginning in urban
areas before spreading to rural and frontier zones.56 Archaeological and historical evidence
points to the rise of female-initiated birth control techniques to explain part of this drop. In the
late 1800s, Clelia Duel Mosher studied the sexual practices of forty-seven married women, most
born in the 1850s. Almost all actively tried to limit their fertility. Nearly half attempted birth
control using douching (42%), with withdrawal and different notions of rhythm methods based
on menstrual cycle each utilized by about a quarter of participants. Tellingly, participants cited
as sources for their contraceptive knowledge several well-known texts and advice from their
mothers, indicating a relaxing of mores regarding discussion of sexuality was crucial in their
choice to engage in family planning.57 Thus, by the mid-1800s, women had acquired or
developed a range of methods to attempt limiting their fertility, with douching becoming the
most popular method. By the end of the century, after a sharp reduction in birth rates due to a
mixture of minor contraceptive benefits of several methods as well as a growing awareness of
the possibility and acceptability of family planning, these women shared methods they felt they’d
found success using with their own children. The archaeological record supports this theory of
douching spreading along the forefront of contraceptive culture in the nineteenth century, tied
closely to concepts of social suitability and class.
Douching in the Archaeological Record
Douching found widespread popularity by the middle of the nineteenth century due to its
multitude of prescribed uses, with overlapping appeal as a cleansing agent, treatment for female
ailments, and contraceptive function. In Mosher’s study, douching was often described as part of
a regime that was intended as both contraceptive and hygiene-related.58 The archaeological
record shows douching paraphernalia was common not only in middle- and upper class contexts
but also in working-class settings by the second half of the nineteenth century, serving as a
unique example of symbols of social distinction and choices of purchasing power.
One of the problems facing research into douching paraphernalia is its ambiguous place
in the material record. The fountain or water-bag style douches usually consist of easily
degradable rubberized tubing, often found separately from their nozzle attachments, rendering
their use as douches, enemas, or other functions uncertain. Additionally, cylindrical plunger
douches are often confused with or listed in artifact catalogues as simply medical syringes, with
cataloguers sometimes unable to make a more precise functional determination. Physical
examination of the relevant artifact assembly or consulting collection photographs can narrow
identifications. Despite the implements’ obscurity in the record, the evidence for douching is
plentiful at nineteenth century residences. Excavations at Five Points in downtown Manhattan
uncovered small numbers of syringes and more specifically-identified douching paraphernalia
among household and privy deposits associated with mid-nineteenth century lower class New
Yorkers.59 Excavations in both working-class and upper-class residential blocks of West
Oakland, CA found more plentiful evidence of douching, with multiple medical syringes in privy
and well refuse deposits on nearly every block examined dating to the late 1800s. 60 Late
nineteenth century privies and wells yielded similar results in Tucson during excavation of
residential blocks, with multiple forms of fountain and plunger syringes appearing at every lot
examined across several blocks.61 Photographs of collections from each feature, block, and lot
were useful in determining the douching functionality of personal devices listed only as syringes
from West Oakland. By the middle to late 1800s, douching was spreading across a variety of
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economic classes, commonly found at wealthier households, but spreading to poorer residents by
the end of the century.
Given douching’s usage for treating feminine ailments and contraception, researchers
have considered prostitutes as natural candidates for early irrigator consumers. According to
contemporary writers, prostitutes in the nineteenth century were carriers of venereal disease at
high rates and were logically at risk for unplanned pregnancy.62 Archaeologists have focused on
brothels as a unique avenue to examine the material culture of a sect of society at a crossroads of
lower social standing but increased economic spending power. Brothel excavations in
Washington, DC, New York City, and Boston have yielded intact mid-nineteenth century
contexts when douching and female-controlled family planning techniques were becoming
widespread in America. But did these individuals reaching toward middle-class economic power
incorporate douching into their routines of health, hygiene, and contraception?
As part of excavations at New York’s Five Points neighborhood, archaeologists
examined a privy deposit associated with a brothel at 12 Orange Street. The deposition likely
dated from the closure of the basement brothel in the early 1840s and included elevated
percentages of service plates and vessels when placed into functional analysis categories.
Included within the 12 Orange Street deposit amidst shell-edge pieces common in the
underprivileged Five Points neighborhood were expensive items uncharacteristic of neighboring
deposits like Chinese export porcelains and flacons for holding oils or brandied fruits. Glass
bottles used for perfumes and medicines also abounded. Lack of markings on most bottles limits
identification of most of their contents, but at least one sarsaparilla extract was a known
treatment related to venereal disease, suggesting the inhabitants were using their purchasing
power for their reproductive healthcare. Possibly also related to venereal disease were three
portable glass urinals shaped for female use found amidst the brothel assemblage. These could
be used if bedridden by venereal ailments; however, many possible illnesses or injuries could
lead to periods of bed rest.63 Elements of a single douche were found, with an additional syringe
with possible douching applications. One possible set of alternative contraceptive items included
copper coins dating over thirty years prior, to 1793 and 1808. Yemen suggests these older coins
might represent a method of “gluing” coins over the cervix with Vaseline so the copper might act
as a spermicide.64
Excavations at 27/29 Endicott Street in Boston revealed privy deposits related to a
brothel operating in the 1860s. Functional analysis showed a higher percentage of buttons and
clothing related items than found at contemporary working-class households in the Northeast,
including households studied by Seifert (see below).65 A particularly novel study of the 134
shoes found in this context revealed a mix of clothing styles in use by the brothel residents. The
shoes, exclusively women’s sizes from the early 1860s portion of the deposit, contained a mix of
remnants with turned uppers and pegged soles. Turned shoes were usually fashionable fabric or
fine leather garments worn by women and children, while pegged sole shoes were utilitarian
work wear. It seems prostitutes at this location utilized a nearly equal number of fashionable
ladies shoes and masculine work shoes, perhaps due to day work in local factories. In addition,
the Endicott Street assemblage included at least four fragmented glass plunger style syringes.
These syringes, found in higher number than at other contemporary brothels, may have been
provided or advocated by the doctor who married the house madam.66
In excavations in Washington, DC’s Hooker’s District, archaeologists have located
deposits associated with several brothels. An 1860s midden likely associated with Mary Ann
Hall’s establishment represents the middle of the nineteenth century.67 A late nineteenth century
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midden deposit has also been studied from the backyard of a property at 1359 Ohio Avenue
listed as a bagnio, or bawdy house, in newspaper records.68 The division, named for a Civil War
general, transformed from a working class neighborhood dominated by saloons to nearly
exclusively a red light district by the turn of the 20th century. Pattern and functional analyses on
both assemblages indicate that brothel residents had elevated levels of decorative elements of
dress and food service when compared to contemporary working class household assemblages.
Donna Seifer and colleagues found Washington, DC brothel personal items to include higher
quantities and percentages of functional and ornamental buttons, shoes, often more tobacco
pipes, coins, jewelry and pins, a greater number of elements related to lighting, and a mix of
more expensive ceramic service ware mixed into more utilitarian ceramics.69 The faunal
assemblages show the brothel utilized a far greater percentage of expensive beef rather than the
pork common in the nearby working class households, with a high number of steak and roast
cuts.70
Although the assemblages varied between the brothels examined, in general these parlor
brothels seemed to invest in elements of life associated with higher status society – pricey vogue
service plates, expensive cuts of meat, ornamental clothing, and carefully attuned lighting.
These items were absent from the daily lives of contemporary local working-class households.
What role did markers of middle-class life play in the brothel? Luxury items may have been a
draw of prostitution, providing access to better food and household comforts than other severely
underpaid working-class women could hope to enjoy.71 Nineteenth century accounts of
prostitutes abound with descriptions of their gaudy dress and elegant furnishings, elements of
status that might draw underprivileged women into service.72 Alternatively, these luxury goods
may have been confined mostly to the work setting. Visitors might be served expensive foods in
a refined atmosphere and enjoy the company of stylishly dressed women, but the prostitutes
working in the brothel house may have enjoyed only as luxurious a veneer as was necessary to
attract clients. Stevens and Ordonez’s analysis of nearly equal numbers of similarly sized work
and dress shoes from the Boston 27/29 Endicott excavation supports this theory that the luxury
implied by some material remains at brothel sites may be more costume than lifestyle.73 While
they might have enjoyed middle-class ornaments and settings, brothel workers lived a duality
that found them trading their porcelain tea service for utilitarian shell-edge tableware for meals
in Five Points and changing to factory dress for day shifts in Boston.
The lack of definitively identifiable contraceptive devices in more than half of these
brothels, especially female syringes, in a time when douching was a popular birth control
technique amidst the wealthy, suggests the middle-class veil prostitutes adopted was a front
formed due to necessity. Although douching paraphernalia was common in household
assemblages by the late nineteenth century and popular among white married women according
to reproductive research from the 1850s onward, douching seems minimal at contemporary
brothel assemblages. It is possible this is due to the value of these items to women without great
disposable incomes. If a prostitute earned enough only to adopt a middle-class front, she might
retain her personal items more closely rather than discard them into trash deposits as more
wealthy households did.
Despite the necessity for contraceptive measures among sex workers, the presence of
douching paraphernalia in the archaeological record is not indicative of a brothel context.
Instead, female syringes found among nineteenth century deposits are representative of a shift in
female healthcare. As trends in hygiene lead to a woman’s domestic role encompassing the
physical care and cleansing of her family’s and her own body, a culture of medical consumerism
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arose. The elite lead the purchasing craze in attempts to embody the moral and nationalistic
archetype of the dutifully clean, healthy, and responsible woman charged with cultivating the
next generation of Americans. In the midst of this expansion of feminine responsibilities and the
increasing weight and profitability of scientific and medical inquiry, new forms of birth control
became popular in which the female participant was the principal regulator. Douching was
popular as it fit both the hygienic and contraceptive desires of nineteenth century women.
The douching paraphernalia found during excavations at City Hall marks the very
beginning of this change in hygienic and consumer culture. As part of a context dated to the
very start of the nineteenth century, it marks an early entry into the female irrigator industry, a
hand-carved bone luxury item manufactured before the cheaper and sturdier glass and Bakelite
devices could be mass produced (Images 6 and 7). As such, the City Hall female syringes were
likely not implements used by prostitutes as analysis originally proposed, but as covert symbols
of both status and conformity to new norms for female bodily care. Douching’s popularity grew
as women emulated the social elite and found ways to follow the broadening demands of female
conduct. Manufacturers created more varieties of devices, and a wider range of economic
groups incorporated these implements into their daily life later in the nineteenth century, as
evidenced by their appearance in both lower and middle class household deposits in Five Points,
West Oakland, and Tucson. The bone female syringes from City Hall thus provide a window
into a tipping point in female domestic culture. While the written record is selectively silent in
regard to female sexual health in this era, the archaeological record provides an avenue to
approach the realities of hygienic demands and attempts at family planning that affected not only
those associated with sex work but all women as sexual beings.

Image 6: Reassembled cylindrical plunger-operated douche from City Hall Feature 28, c. 1807. Note its simplicity
compared to later iterations of the device in Image 7. (Photo courtesy of A. Loorya)
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Image 7: “Injecteur Americain” French vaginal fountain-style irrigator, 1900. The colorful packaging and pewter,
chrome, and tin design suggests douching paraphernalia became stylized status symbols in mainstream society, not
utilitarian implements for at-risk women. (Photo courtesy of Phisick UK)
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